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IN T HE MAR GINS OF JOUR NAL IS M
Ge n d e r a n d liv e lih o o d a mo n g lo c a l
(e x -)jo u rn a lis ts in S we d e n
Henrik Örnebring a n d Cecilia Möller

Research on journalists and journalistic work has focused on journalists with permanent,full-time
employment.Given the rapid decrease ofsuch employmentopportunities,we argue thatjournalism
research needs to pay more attention to those who those who have had to leave their jobs and
either stopped doing journalism entirely,or who have switched to a freelance career (sometimes
combining journalism with otherwork).Thiscategory ofpeople isatonce becoming more marginalized and “the new normal” within the occupation:In this paper,we furthermore focus on local
(Swedish) journalists and ex-journalists. Based on a set of semi-structured interviews (n = 12)
with ex-journalists who share the experience of having lost their permanent,full-time jobs,we
use the concept of livelihood as an analyticaltool.The concept oflivelihood highlights the shift
from journalism as a job practiced exclusive of other jobs to an activity conducted alongside
other income-generating activities and makes it possible to analyse leaving the occupation from
a context that incorporates the whole life situation of the respondents.This also contributes to
the currentwave ofstudies ofjournalism and job loss by adding qualitative data aboutindividual
experiences ofjob loss to the existing quantitative survey evidence.
KEYWORDS gender;identity;job loss;journalism;livelihood;Sweden

Introduction
Journalism research has a long-standing interest in various aspects of journalists’
work. Recently there has also been a sharp rise in scholarly interest in journalists’ not
working,i.e.the experiences and effects of job loss and job insecurity among journalists
(Ekdale, MelissaTully, and Singer 2015; Heinonen, Koljonen, and Harju 2017; Nel 2010;
O’Donnell, Zion, and Sherwood 2016; Reinardy 2010, 2016; Sherwood and O’Donnell
2016;Spaulding 2016;Usher 2010).The explanation for the spike in interest in journalists
losing their jobs on the face of it seems simple,namely the mass layoffs of journalists
mainly from the daily newspapersectoracross the entire Western world.In many countries,
these layoffs intensiﬁed in the wake of the globalﬁnancialcrisis in 2010,but as noted in
regular surveys of the journalism job market (e.g.Pew Research Centre 2017)the decline
in newsroom jobs started before the ﬁnancialcrisis.Even as the ﬁnancialcrisis has made
the jobs crisis in journalism more obvious and more visible,one might stillask why this
area has hardly been studied at allbefore 2010.
We argue thatthe previous lack ofinterestin job loss and job insecurity in journalism
reﬂects a long-standing scholarly bias against studying what journalists do outside work
(e.g.their lifestyles,personal networks,family situations,overall work and life situation)
and conversely,an implicit theoreticalprivileging ofthe workplace setting.There has,for
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example,been very little research on how journalists negotiate their work lives and their
private lives,despite the fact that such factors also may have an impact on the ability of
journalists to fulﬁltheir ofpublic/democratic function.
In this article,we remedy this by studying journalists who have left the occupation,
either voluntarily or involuntarily, and analyse leaving the occupation from a context
that incorporates their life situations as a whole. This also contributes to the current
wave of studies of journalism and job loss by adding qualitative data about individual
experiences ofjob loss to the existing quantitative survey evidence.

Beyond the Workplace:Journalism as Livelihood
In a previous paper (Örnebring, Möller, and Grip 2015) we argue that journalism
studies have had a “workplace-centric” perspective on journalism. The main reason for
this workplace-centric bias is the dominant status professionalism as an analytical
concept. “Professionalism” implies that events and situations outside work do not and
should not affect your job. If you aspire to be “professional,” your work life and your
private life should be clearly separated.Furthermore,professionalism is also commonly
deﬁned as the workplace performance of a societal role, strengthening the analytical
focus on work practices and the workplace.In Steiner’s study offemale journalists’ autobiographies (Steiner 1998),she argues that (journalistic) “professionalism” actively excludes
“life outside work” as a relevant object ofstudy or even discussion.
As an alternative to professionalism,we suggestthat in the current era ofincreased
precarity,livelihood isa betterconceptforanalysing change and continuity within the occupation ofjournalism.The conceptoriginates in developmentstudies and anthropology and
refers to the integration of income-generating activities with the life situation as a whole
(Lipton and Maxwell 1992).“A livelihood encompasses income, both cash and kind, as
wellas the socialinstitutions (kin,family,compound,village and so on),gender relations,
and property rights required to support and sustain a given standard of living” (Ellis
1998,4).Livelihood captures the difference between having an income/employment and
making a living, where the latter is also dependent on one’s family situation, social
network,geographicallocation and so on.
The livelihood concept was originally and stilllargely is applied in contexts of rural
development in the Third world (speciﬁcally regarding poverty issues),but there are also
studies applying the livelihood concept in other setting settings (e.g. Schmidt-Kallert
2009).Regardless oftheiranalyticalfocus,studies oflivelihood always incorporate an analysis ofa much broader socialcontext that is common in journalism studies.
Itmay be considered unsuitable to use a conceptoriginally applied to people living
wellbelow the poverty line in the globalSouth in order to analyse a comparatively highstatus,high-income occupation in the globalNorth.No matter how severe the “crisis in
journalism,” even unemployed Western journalists still enjoy a better standard of living
than,say,Rwandan farmers.However,we stillthink this conceptcaptures elements ofjournalism thathave hitherto been largely ignored by research.Many practitioners (particularly
junior ones) in countries like the UK and Sweden experience a stressful“hustle” lifestyle
(Örnebring 2016,109–110)where permanentemploymentis an elusive prize and a precarious existence the norm.While journalists in Western countries are stillwelloffin the grand
scheme ofthings,this does not make their subjective experiences ofprecarity,stress and
household tensions any less true.
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The livelihood conceptalso allowsfora differentway ofincorporating genderinto our
analysis.In the quantitative studies ofjob loss experiences in journalism cited earlier (e.g.
Heinonen,Koljonen,and Harju 2017;Nel2010;O’Donnell,Zion,and Sherwood 2016;Sherwood and O’Donnell2016),gender perspectives are conspicuous in their absence.Issues
like coping with unemployment,work/life separation,work/life balance,the importance
offamily/kinship networks for support,may affect female and male journalists differently;
yet recent studies ofjob loss in journalism largely ignore this.Whereas in studies oflivelihood,genderisoften seen asa centralfactoraffecting both standard ofliving and quality of
life (e.g.Hart1995).The intention here is notto reify existing genderdivisions in journalistic
work by contrasting a (male)norm of“professional” employmentwith a (female)necessity
of“livelihood” strategies,butratherto allow fora criticalanalysis ofthe probable unequal
distribution of“professional” (i.e.long-term,stable)employmentopportunities.Journalism
now exists under conditions ofprecarity which means that everyone in the ﬁeld in some
way hasto adjustto a livelihood existence.The so-called standard employmentrelationship
(i.e.full-time,permanent employment,often with signiﬁcant beneﬁts like socialinsurance
and paid holidays)was primarily available to “ … a relatively privileged group ofdisproportionately White,male workers in the globalNorth” (de Peuter2011,419;see also Standing
2011,9,19).
Forouranalyticalframework,we primarily draw on works thatfocus on the livelihood
strategiespeople use to cope with uncertain and precariousmaterialcircumstances.The key
objectofouranalysis is to identify how respondents use differentlivelihood strategieswhen
leaving theirprofession.Livelihood strategies are used both in orderto generate oradaptto
changes in occupation/career,as wellas to cope with changes in the overalllife situation.
Livelihood strategies provide insightto how people are “coping with oradapting to economic restructuring in allits complexity” (Oberhauser,Mandel,and Hapke 2004,206),as a
way ofshaping one’s own life,while considering othersocialrelations and economic commitments.Previous studies in human geography have also emphasized the spatial and
socio-culturalcontextoflivelihood strategies.The preconditions and possibilities forlivelihood vary between different places,including what is deﬁned as “appropriate” work for
men and women in different spatialsettings (Möller 2012;Stenbacka 2001).
Olwig furthermore argues that livelihood strategies are shaped in the intersection
between work,family trajectory and life history,and that family/life history aspects may
be of particular importance when analysing livelihood in non-traditionalcontexts (i.e.in
situations other than ruralpoverty)(Olwig 2002,87).

Methods,Sampling and EmpiricalMaterial
In this study,we relied on expertadvice and snowballsampling to ﬁnd respondents
with recentexperience oflosing orvoluntarily leaving theirjobs as journalists.Respondents
were drawn from a single geographicalarea (a medium-sized Swedish city,pop.90,000,
with two daily newspapers,a public service radio and a public service television editorial
ofﬁce;the city has a well-developed journalistic job market compared to other cities ofa
similar size).
We conducted semi-structured qualitative interviews with 12 respondents (5 men,
7 women).Three respondents (1 man,2 women)have neverheld a permanentjob in journalism despite working in the ﬁeld for10+ years.They range in age from early 30s to mid50s and allhave relatively long (10+ years)experience as journalists.Allrespondents have
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been anonymized.Allrespondents except one currently work as communication/PR ofﬁcers;one respondent now works in sales.
The key themes included in the interview manual are personal narratives of professionalbackground and the experience of job loss;experience of professionalchange/
continuity;localidentity and integration with the localarea;professionalidentity;gender
issues and issues of income/money/other resources).Interviews lasted between 45 and
65 minutes with 55 minutes being the median.Both authors were present for 8 of the
12 interviews.

Results:Livelihood in the Margins ofJournalism
The interviews show that the process of leaving journalism is complex,revealing a
range of different motives and paths for seeking new employment.The transition into a
new occupation was described as being both voluntary and involuntary,triggered by a
mix of individualchoices and externalfactors beyond respondents’ control.Losing your
job was described as an important catalyst for change,both professionally and in relation
to respondents’ everyday lives.In terms oflivelihood strategies,the decision to leave journalism was often described as conscious,rationaland wellplanned (including weighing
possibilities of alternative careers). However, these professional choices were also integrated with strategies forimproving work–life balance,achieving personalaims,and realizing idealsofa “betterlife”.In the following we discussthe resultsbased on three themes:(1)
Breaking up with journalism (2) Livelihood and place attachment (3) Phasing out of
journalism.

Breaking Up With Journalism
The circumstances and processes surrounding job loss are complex and vary among
the respondents.In some cases,job loss is involuntary,sudden and described as a “crisis,”
both personally and professionally.ForPetra,being dismissed with shortnotice from herTV
production job,also meant re-experiencing job loss,as this was the second time she lost
permanent,full-time employment as a journalist.
Iwasthe only one crying in oursmallofﬁce.Because I… The others had worked there (TVstation)fora hundred years.A hundred years!(laughter).They hadn’tmade … They hadn’t
made my journey.Ihad given notice from NewspaperX,Ihad done those temporary jobs
in Stockholm,Ihad lost my permanent job at Newspaper X.Iknew what it meant,Ifelt,
more than anyone else,to lose one’s permanent work in journalism.How damn hard it
is to get another one.And how the rug is pulled from under your feet.No,but they
were much calmer.(Petra)

The immediate reactions and responses to losing one’s job are highly emotional,and many
respondents besides Petra described ﬁnding supportamong colleagues,friendsand family.
In other cases,the breakup from journalism was a much slower process,a decision that
grew over a longer period.One of the respondents used the metaphor of journalism as
“a sinking ship,” where the managers were only waiting for the right moment to pullthe
plug. Thus, the main question was not if one should leave their profession, but when.
Respondents provided examples of the deteriorating working conditions for journalists,
including constantcutbacks,stress,long working hours,lack ofprofessionaldevelopment
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opportunities and lack ofsupport from colleagues and management.Fredrik,who at ﬁrst
decided to leave his job for a freelancing career but later left journalism entirely,claimed
that it was his way of making a statement and reacting towards the journalistic work
conditions.
My tipping pointwas probably when Iheard from a managerthat“you don’thave to do it
well.You only need to make itgood enough”.And then,Ileft the meeting and said that
“then I’m not supposed to do this”,Icannot go to work knowing that Ishould do “good
enough”.And that’s when Ifeltthatit’s notpossible.That’s notthe way it’s supposed to be
(Fredrik,ex-freelancer).

Anna had to go on sick leave during her pregnancy,and then realized that she and her
husband could not continue their joint freelance business.
[… ] then it became apparent how vulnerable it was when one of us left the business,
which meant that we needed to hire,and they we realized hot difﬁcult and expensive
it was to hire,so we spent allour money.The buffer we had worked up was gone and
when we were meant to go back now after parentalleave we just felt “no,we cannot
cope”,we’re notable to go back to this to like chase and always work,and then we suddenly went from two to four kids.It’s just not possible (Anna,ex-freelancer).

In Anna’s case,the decision to leave the journalistic profession was made jointly within the
family,based on a wish to adjust their working life to their family situation,a livelihood
strategy for better work–life balance.
Otherrespondents also described having temporary positions as a female journalist
as a challenge.The female respondents with children claimed that their pregnancy constantly was associated with uncertainty,since it was difﬁcult to know what kind of work
they would return to when they went on parental leave from ﬁxed-term positions.
Helena provided an example ofcoming to a job interview pregnant.
At the end ofmy job at TV station X,when Iwas pregnant and stillknew that ifIgo on
maternity leave,then I won’t have a job to come back to,so I applied for many jobs
and attended interviews in the late stages of my pregnancy.And Ishould start work in
May and Iwas giving birth in March,so they knew Icouldn’t start in May.They never
asked when the baby was due or so,but they saw that Iwas pregnant (Helena).

It is worth noting that this sense of pregnancy affecting job security was so clearly
expressed by respondents even in Sweden, known globally for its generous parental
leave policies and strong employment protection laws. As an empirical side note, we
quickly discovered in our study that Swedish news organization employers are quite
adept at circumventing Swedish labour regulations,exploiting legalloopholes and using
particular kinds oftemporary employment.

Livelihood and Place Attachment
The decision to leave journalism was also often linked to place-related strategies for
livelihood,revealing the spatialinterlinkages between place,work and home/family,and
the importance of the localcommunity for guiding strategies of livelihood (Möller 2012:
Scholten 2003; Schough 2001). The importance of place attachment and community
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orientation was evident in the choice of alternative careers.Working as a PR/communication ofﬁcer in the public sector was described as entailing a commitment to the public
and the localcommunity,as wellas having similarities with being a journalist:“(…)since
I’m a public sector communicator, my employer is the general public, and in the ﬁnal
instance,the tax payers (…) I see my job as part of the democratic machinery.I mean
democracy is directly dependent on bureaucracy” (John).
Thus,working in PR/communication was perceived as allowing engagementin social
and community-oriented issues,which also were crucialdrivers of working in journalism.
The respondents overall state that they retain their strong commitment to democratic
values and practices,and that they now negotiate and balance it in their new roles as
communicators.
All respondents stated that their wish to work and live locally and regionally was
strongerthan theirambition to continue theirjournalistic careerin anotherpartofSweden:
[… ] so when calling my mother,Iwas so sad because Ilost my dream job and that I
wouldn’t ever get it back again.Because Iknew,Iknew that Iwasn’t willing to move.
And my mum said “yes,of course you can,then you have to move”.“Yes,but I don’t
want to move,Iwant to stay here.We live here,Ilike it where Ilive so I’m not moving”.
So,in some ways I had already accepted then that I would never work as a journalist
again (Helena).

Helena and other interviewees described themselves as socially and culturally “rooted” in
the localcommunity,including socialnetworks with friends and family,leisure and sport
activities.A majority of the respondents had previous connections to the region or the
city, for example, from growing up in the area, or having friends and family in the
region.Living in a mid-sized city was also described as advantageous compared to larger
cities,with better possibilities for commuting to work and managing their everyday lives
and family activities.
Teresa worked as a freelance journalistin a majormetropolitan area outside Sweden
for many years,untilshe and herhusband made the decision to move back to herhometown together with her family:
Coming back to [region]now … orthese pastsix years,it’s a completely differentway of
thinking.Because it’s only due to children and family,so to speak.So,itwasn’tbecause I
gota job here orwanted to work as a journalistin [region],itwas only due to the security
with family life.Because in [city]Icouldn’t make a living as a journalist.[… ]it was just
enough for us to pay child care for our son (Teresa,ex-journalist).

Moving back “home” was described as positive,being closerto herparents,butafterstruggling to get a permanent job as a journalist,Teresa was instead studying to become a
teacher.Even though she would consider work elsewhere in Sweden,her “rootedness”
in the region through herfamily obligations also provided limited future work possibilities.

Phasing out of Journalism
Allrespondents state that they enjoy and are satisﬁed with theircurrent jobs in PR/
communication as wellas with their decision to leave journalism.No respondent is planning to apply for new jobs in journalism,not even locally or regionally.Petra describes
how she would decline a permanent job offer in journalism at this stage.
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I’ve gota new life,that´s whatI’m telling my journalistcolleagues.[… ]Because I’m notin
heart-attack-mode every day.I’ve gotan eight-to-ﬁve job,and when Ileave from here at
ﬁve o’clock Idon’t think about work untilthe next day.And I’m off on weekends,and I
have holidays,oh my god./… / It’s never this panic which you can ﬁnd in the other
business when the refugee center in Filipstad is on ﬁre.I’m not in heart-attack-mode
any longer (Petra).

The respondents describe their working environments in positive terms,as “softer” and
“warmer” compared with the journalistic “raw” and “hard” working environment.Their
salaries are uniformly higher than what they earned as journalists.Their occupational
change has brought new perspectives on their previous working environment. The
ideals and identities of the journalistic profession have traditionally been highly gendered,reﬂecting male norms ofwork (De Bruin and Ross 2004).Leaving journalism provided respondents with new perspectives on a work/life situation that previously was
taken forgranted.Distance from the working environmentalso provided an opportunity
to question existing inequalities.Becoming a journalist was based on the assumption
that you had to make personal sacriﬁces and investments in your career that may
have consequences for family life.Even though journalism was described as a femaledominated sector,female respondents feltthey had to work a bitharderthan male colleagues did:
Generally,Ithink it’s harderforwomen,justas in othersectors,butIthink women need to
work harderto reach the same positionsasmen,they need to puttheirbestfootforward a
bit more.They need to do things a bit better,that’s the experience Ihave.(Helena).

One ofthe male respondents stated thatitwas more like “confessing” to yourselfthatyou
could work in PR/communication,and that things like a well-functioning family life and
having a “real job” (i.e. permanent, full-time employment) was more important than
holding on to your identity as a journalist.
Leaving journalism has also included adjusting to new routines in theireveryday life,
providing more leisure time and time offwork.Some ofthe respondents have invested in a
new house as a way ofsettling in the city,and found new routines in commuting to work.
The time away from journalism includes a process ofreﬂection on theiroveralllife situation,
and the respondents say they have difﬁculties understanding how they have managed to
cope with the stress and working conditions ofjournalism for so long.
Still,elements of nostalgia and challenges in adjusting to a new profession are still
evident.Anna has only worked at her new job for a couple ofmonths,and she describes
it as a different everyday life to get used to, following more regular routines and not
keeping up to date with what was happening.
(…)now it’s more thatyou go to work,you work yourhours,you come home,feed allthe
kids,putthem to bed and then work fora while,and then it’s the same thing the nextday.
It’s notthis… It’s notthe same type of… Ican’tsay varied,because itis,and itseems ﬁne.
Here at(organization)itseems very varied,butit’s notthe same type ofpace Ithink in … .
(Anna,ex-freelancer)

The respondents describe the transition as a slow process,learning and adjusting to new
assignments,while leaving the old occupation behind.Being a journalist is described as
a “lifestyle” oras a naturaland embodied partofyourpersonality.Some ofthe respondents
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report stillbehaving as journalists,and that they miss the adrenalin of doing journalistic
work.
Butforme,Ilived with this job,around the clock.Istillhave difﬁculties in turning offthe
journalistin me.I’m just“Why is there a police carthere?” and (click sound)itjusttriggers
me, and mainly because I have never been a digging journalist. I… Oh, I hated the
archives and the diaries and would never sit there. I was an event reporter. I was
murder,robbery,ﬁres,accidents,you know.(Petra)

Conclusion
As indicated by our phrases “breaking up” and “phasing out,” leaving journalism is
often a drawn-outprocess.Ourstudy providesmeasuresofqualitative corrective to the previous quantitative focus of studies of unemployment in journalism,which tend to use an
operational deﬁnition of “job loss” as “redundancy,” i.e. the operational (and therefore
analytical) assumption is that job loss is something sudden and involuntary.While some
of our respondents had this experience, it is also clear from even our limited material
that “leaving journalism” is a much more complex decision.Thus,livelihood becomes a
useful concept for grasping the processes of job loss and the transition into new professions. This involves a combination of both push (involuntary) and pull (voluntary)
factors,emerging from worsening working conditions in the profession,while reﬂecting
strategies for achieving a better work–life balance and everyday life.
Furthermore,while earlierresearch has generally emphasized the strength ofjournalists’ professionalidentity,this characterization has rarely (ifever)been tested by comparing
the strength of professionalidentity as compared to other possible identities.Our interviews show that,in fact,professionalidentity can come into conﬂict with place identity in
the experience of job loss.That is,is it more important to stay in a locality where you
can count on various socialsupport structures,or is in fact the occupationalidentity so
importantthatyou are prepared to move in orderto maintain it? In oursample,place identity won overoccupationalidentity in every case.Thiskind ofidentity conﬂict/negotiation is
so far entirely unexplored in studies ofjournalistic professionalidentity,and it is precisely
the livelihood conceptthatallows us to see this and give us the opportunity to explore this
further.
Finally, on the issue of gender: we argue that simply by analysing journalism in
relation to respondents’ life situation as a whole, the understanding of journalism as
work/activity becomes more sensitive to gender-related issues.Some respondents noted
speciﬁc gender-related issues related to the difﬁculty of ﬁnding stable employment (the
“risk” of pregnancy). Almost all respondents—male and female—cited family-related
issues as a key factor in leaving journalism and changing careers, in particular issues
related to providing for one’s children. Our data set is small and does not allow for
broad generalizations,but for example,the issue of the unequal gender distribution of
primary carer duties should at least be highlighted as a key issue in future research on
unemployment and job loss in journalism.The (limited) insights provided in this article
also further demonstrates the need for qualitative data as survey studies on the topic
largely ignore gender altogether as an independent variable.Our study at the very least
indicates that gender is a salient factor in explaining experiences of job loss, future
career options and journalistic identity, even though we ofcourse need more data in
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order to fully assess how gender (as both an identity and an opportunity structure)interrelates with livelihood and identity.
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